Exit interaction effect on nascent product state distribution of O(1D)+N2O-->NO+NO.
We have determined the rotational state distributions of NO(v'=0,1,2) products produced from the reaction O(1D)+N2O. This is the first full characterization of the product rotational distribution of this reaction. The main part of each rotational distribution (up to j' approximately 80) has rotational temperature approximately 20,000 K and all these distributions are quite near to those predicted by the phase space theory (PST). This observation and previously reported vibrational distribution indicate that the most part of the energy partitioning of the reaction products is at least apparently statistical although the intermediate of this reaction is not so stable as to ensure the long lifetime. On the other hand, the distributions in the high rotational levels (j'=80-100) are found to decrease more sharply as j' increases than the PST predictions. The origin of the observed decrease of the distribution is discussed with quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations on a five-dimensional ab initio potential energy surface (PES). The observed near-statistical distribution and the sharp decrease in the high-j' levels are well reproduced by a "half-collision" QCT calculation, where statistical distribution at the reaction intermediate is assumed. This agreement shows the rotation-translation interaction in the exit region has an effect of yielding small high-j' populations. However, a little bias of the calculated distribution toward lower rotational excitation than the observed one indicates that the combination of the statistical intermediate and the exit interaction on the current PES does not completely describe the real system. It is suggested that the reaction intermediate is generated with the distribution which is close to statistical but a little biased toward yielding high-j' products, and that the interaction in the exit region of the PES results in the sharp decrease in the high-j' levels.